White paper

Growth, risk and compliance:
The case for a strategic approach to managing reference data

Executive Summary

A strategic approach in this context
means addressing reference data
challenges at an enterprise level,
not just a functional level; managing
aspects of reference data acquisition,
data management, data quality, data
distribution, data governance and
workflow control centrally, thereby
allowing users to focus on their core
activities.
In order to better monitor systemic risk,
industry regulators are implementing
significant changes to improve market
transparency. However in delivering
against these requirements, market
participants risk uncovering poor data
management practices that impact the
integrity of the underlying data.
At the same time, organisations
recognise that poor securities and
payments reference data has an impact
on profitability, whether through missed
opportunities for cross-selling, lower
STP rates or weaker risk and capital
management. So while regulatory
compliance may be the starting point
for addressing reference data, the more
strategic imperative is to use
the regulatory catalyst to deliver
competitive edge.

Vision

Data Quality

Data Usage

Data Security

In an environment of greater and more
in-depth regulation at the same time
as increased competition in a difficult
economic climate; a strategic approach
to reference data management will
reduce operating cost, improve risk
management and compliance, and
support growth while also having the
potential to release much needed capital.

Governance

Data Management

Data Assets
Figure 1: Unpicking a complex landscape

“The changing regulatory landscape and the need to centralise
accountability were key drivers to improve reference data
management. In response, Credit Suisse made a conscious
decision to create the role of Chief Data Officer to address data
management”
Colin Hall, Chief Data Officer, Credit Suisse
In the past, organisations have failed
to fully capitalise on the opportunity
presented by reference data. However
the scope and depth of regulatory
change is forcing organisations to
reconsider the silo approach and
recognise the pervasive impact of poor
reference data.
The case for a consistent enterprisewide approach to reference data
management has been strengthening
and the tipping point has been reached,

with a key catalyst being the introduction
of a global common identifier for legal
entities with impact across the securities
and payments value chains. However
delivering consistent group-wide
reference data is an ongoing process,
rather than a point in time exercise: data
needs to be appropriately governed as
would be done with any significant asset
with such wide ranging impact. This
requires adherence to a number of key
principles outlined in this paper.

“Data Management should not be viewed as a project or a program.
To get this right, data management has to become a strategic
discipline, in the everyday operation of our firms”
John Bottega, Chief Data Officer, Bank of America
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Figure 2: Reference data touch points

Background
The purpose of this paper is to articulate
why a strategic approach to reference
data management in Financial Services
is important. This paper is intended
for those accountable for delivering
reference data change and those
impacted by reference data issues.
Reference data is descriptive in nature
(e.g. instrument/product, counterparty,
book, corporate actions, calendars)
and can be shared and re-used
across trades and transactions. It is
often referred to as “static data” but
increasingly includes real-time data
(e.g. external price and market data).
Much of the regulatory change taking
place is having and will continue to have
a significant impact on both reference
(instrument/product, counterparty),
and transactional data. This impact
ranges from additional data capture
requirements such as those for Foreign
Account Tax Compliance Act (FATCA)
and Legal Entity Identifiers (LEI), and
the associated downstream reporting
requirements, through to the process
improvements required to ensure that
additional transparency doesn’t reveal
data integrity problems. This paper,
a collaboration between SWIFT and
Deloitte including contributions from a
number of senior industry participants,
outlines the case for a strategic
approach to reference data management
and the key principles to be considered
in getting there. The importance of
data has always been recognised by
data professionals but now senior
management are getting the message
based on regulatory pressure to improve
transparency and pressure to improve
competitive edge. This paper considers
these two dimensions of the business
case, and argues that taking a strategic
approach is the most cost effective way
of delivering both regulatory compliance
and competitive edge.
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Risk
• Organisations are demanding
increased risk transparency,
particularly around the more
complex structured products

Regulatory Pressure
• The financial crisis of 2008
and the ensuing spotlight on
the industry has led to an ever
increasing regulatory burden
• Mandatory compliance is
consuming CAPEX spend and
diverting investment from
other strategic initiatives

• Chief Risk Officers and Risk
functions have ever greater
influence and are driving
demand for more effective
risk management

Strategic Data
Management
“Data as an Asset”

Cost Reduction
• Margins on vanilla product
execution are being squeezed and
there is an ever increasing need
to reduce transaction costs
• Increased desire for the
“commoditisation” of
complex, structured products

Revenue
• Client servicing and
responsiveness-understanding
the individual needs of clients and
being able to cross-sell/up-sell
is increasingly a growth driver
• Competitive advantage through
the ability to quickly and
economically enter new markets/
products

In the recovering financial sector,
accurate and complete reference data
commands a higher premium than ever.
In 2011 SWIFT published a whitepaper
outlining the changing regulatory
landscape since the financial crisis,
highlighting recent increases in both the
breadth of regulation and the depth of
oversight, as regulators place greater

Testament to this increased supervision
is already in evidence with the increasing
number of investigations and penalties
issued by regulators, with one of
the common themes being a lack of
accurate and complete information.

“The STP and efficiency gain clearly
outweighs the pain of conversion to IBAN”
Hervé Postic, CEO, UTSIT

emphasis on the use of industry-wide
reporting for monitoring systemic risk
and improving supervision. The scope
of the changes is broad including capital
and liquidity, accounting standards,
remuneration, the role of credit rating
agencies, and OTC trading, and while
outcomes might be similar across
each jurisdiction inconsistencies in
approach add additional complexity
as organisations map reference data
impact to each set of requirements.
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At the same time, competition across the
sector has increased and margins are
under pressure, driving a need to target
new clients, improve revenues from
existing clients and reduce operational
costs. In short, this means increasing
visibility of the business: understanding
how risk is distributed, where profits
originate, how capital is structured –
and how to access and respond to this
information efficiently.
Sales

In addition, data quality has a significant
impact on regulatory capital. For
example, risk engines use a conservative
estimate when data is missing with the
impact being a potentially avoidable
uplift on regulatory capital. With pressure
on the availability of funding there is
a significant opportunity to release
regulatory capital through improvements
to data quality.

Execution

Settlement

While the catalyst for a strategic
approach to reference data management
is often regulatory change, reference
data should rather be perceived as a
key business and public asset that can
deliver on these wider opportunities while
avoiding the escalating costs associated
with approaching data management
people, process, and technology in
unnecessary silos.

Risk & Regulation

Servicing

Effective Data Management Supports

Product/
Instrument

Client/
Counterparty

Book

Market Data

Corporate Actions

Transactions and
Positions

Figure 3: Scope of securities reference data
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Figure 4: Scope of payments reference data

The driver for change:
The evolving regulatory landscape
Regulation is the driving force behind an industry-wide movement for improved data management.
Regardless of the nature of the institution, the scope of regulation is increasing, and with it the need
for effective strategies to manage the underlying data requirements. In the securities market, reporting
requirements introduced by regulators to improve systemic risk analysis have in many cases meant
reviewing the existing trading flow to provide more timely reporting and improved identification of
counterparties and instrument types. Similarly, the BIC and IBAN rules introduced to support European
payments under SEPA have demanded major data validation and conversion exercises. FATCA, AML and
sanctions regulations all require extensive data cleansing and customer screening. Basel III and Dodd
Frank are even more wide-ranging – and none of these are mutually exclusive. Larger financial institutions
operating in multiple jurisdictions need to satisfy local and international regulators simultaneously as a
function of their business model.
SWIFT © 2012
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Tier 3
Technical &
architectural
dimensions

Tier 2
Business specific
dimensions

Tier 1
Core
dimensions

• Integrity:

Is the data in a coherent and logical structure?

• Conformance:

Does the data conform with the technical description of the data in
the data dictionary?

• Security:

Is the data maintained with the appropriate security restrictions?

• Conformance:

Does the meaning of the data conform with the business rule?

• Availability:

Can data be assessed as and when required, and in the desired format?

• Timelines:

Is the data available when needed?

• Clarity:

Is the data understandable?

• Completeness:

Is all the expected data present?

• Accuracy:

Is the data correct and does it have the required level of precision?

• Appropriateness:

Is the data useable for the required purpose? Is there any redunant data?

• Validity:

Is all data within the expected ranges of values?

• Consistency:

Does all data agree with other values within the data set?

Figure 5: The dimensions of data quality

That data is at the heart of all of these
requirements is nothing new, however
traditionally it has not been addressed
globally or holistically because either
the business case is not obvious or the
perceived complexity too great. While
strategic data management can deliver
improved in-house risk management
and operational cost savings, this is
not highly visible because budgets
and benefits are fragmented. In the
transaction space, the cost of poor
data quality is not measured upfront but
appears at the end of the process chain
with lack of automation and manual
intervention. In the risk management
space, the example of high profile
banking failures has demonstrated that
the cost of poor data quality often only
surfaces when the inability to monitor risk
materialises.

“Success is measured
by the readiness
and ability to report
accurately to the
regulators”
Kim Wolfe, Global Head of Reference
Data, Barclays Capital
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The regulatory mandate provides an
opportunity to revisit the approach
to reference data management in a
global and strategic context. Once the
lobbying has been done further debate
is immaterial: new regulatory rules
are mandatory and responding to the
change is a must-do. The key challenge
is in defining how best to make use
of this mandate and identify broader
opportunities. There is no golden rule
for how to achieve this, but viewing data
only from the regulatory requirement
perspective will miss the bigger picture
and become merely an additional cost
element delivering no wider business
benefits. For example a compliance
function was actively considering
dropping data that was deemed
unnecessary for client on-boarding
without considering the benefits this
information was giving to the sales and
marketing teams. A strategic approach
to reference data management should
be a globally integrated, enterprise wide
implementation effort – meaning crossfunctional senior sponsorship, clear
governance structures and budgeting
across divisions. The reality of how to
achieve this will be unique to the firm
and preferences about the specifics of
the design of the data infrastructure (the
familiar question of whether to centralise
or decentralise) should be secondary
to the foremost concerns of how well it
can meet the underlying requirements

of availability, consistency, timeliness
and accuracy of data and the business
benefits the wider model can offer.
Crucially, defining efficient solutions
also demands collaboration between
institutions across the industry. Trade

“The majority of budget
is driven by regulatory
requirements”
Head of Enterprise Data Management,
Global Investment Bank

Associations are playing a key role
in facilitating this process and have
an important role in representing the
industry as detailed requirements
are developed. While there are still
uncertainties on when and how Legal
Entity Identifiers (LEI) will be adopted,
this is a good example of how Trade
Associations and standardisation
bodies can use their position to support
the development of both practical
and unambiguous regulation. As the
regulatory landscape continues to
develop, this type of industry-wide
collaboration will become all the more
important for the industry in its efforts
to manage costs, and engaging in
this process allows organisations to
influence and adopt good practice.
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The driver for change:
competitive edge
Financial services organisations are
increasingly recognising the benefit of
strategically managed reference data
as a differentiator that can be used to
deliver insight to grow the business.
Reference data is a foundational enabler
of business intelligence tools and
processes and those firms which accord
their data the diligence and strategic
focus of a key enterprise asset are being
rewarded with increased visibility of
their business, and are best placed to
maximise return on future investments.
At the same time, by leveraging data
to streamline processes and improve
efficiency, firms are able to identify and
resolve weaknesses; reducing overall
operating costs. In short, for those firms
willing to take on the challenge, strategic
reference data management can be
a key to competitive advantage in an
otherwise difficult climate.

quality. However, manual processes still
predominate, often seeing distributed
IT environments with multiple ‘golden
sources’ for reference data managed
by separate data management teams
within the same organisation. At best,
this approach is inefficient; at worst it is
error-prone and expensive.
The reliance on a manual approach to
data management is not only costly,
requiring dedicated teams of employees
and associated expense, but also
restrictive: the organisation’s ability
to grow will be constrained by their
data management teams’ capacity
to process ever-increasing volumes
of transactions in a timely manner. As
headcount increases, so does the risk
of inconsistencies and duplicates – in
time demanding further expense for
remediation. Longer-term, this approach
becomes unsustainable.

“The bank made a strategic decision to create
the CDO role to address data management
issues impacting regulatory compliance and
because it wanted to centralise not only the
strategic change programmes but also the
reference data production function under the
CDO - this ensures a feed-back loop between
the two.”
Colin Hall, Chief Data Officer, Credit Suisse
As organisations’ appreciation of the
challenge has matured, reference
data management has seen a shift
in approach from manual processing
towards automation. This shift
is important because it leads to
sustainable pressure to increase data
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near real-time view of the transaction
chain and all its participants – trading
entity, counterparty, client and thirdparty agents. Then the avoidance of
downstream problems in Risk and
Finance has a direct cost benefit.

“One key area of focus is
point-of-entry data capture;
currently there are too many
systems capturing the same
data and processing it in
silos. This along with limited
systemised controls and poor
user-education, has potential
to significantly impact
business capabilities across
front-to-back, resulting in
cost inefficiencies, lost market
opportunities, misallocated
capital and increased
regulatory scrutiny.”
Richard Wayne, Basel III Program
Manager, Citi

The symptoms of poor data
management can be seen across the
securities and payments value chain
however organisations typically find
it challenging to quantify those costs
and articulate a clear business case.
There are a number of areas where poor
reference data have a direct cost and
capital impact that then supports the
business case.

By contrast, a strategic approach to
reference data management facilitates
automation across the transaction
lifecycle by defining a model in which
reference data is delivered from a
globally-consistent source, providing a

5

Figure 6: Data quality impact on regulatory capital (illustrative)

Regulatory Capital
Under Basel reporting guidelines
misclassification of underlying assets
occurring as a result of poor reference
data – for example missing ratings,
missing product types, incorrect
counterparty details, etc. – can result
in cost of retaining potentially elevated
buffers on the balance sheet, thereby
withholding capital from more profitable
activities. Eg, counterparty credit
risk rules create a charge to the P&L
dependent on the risk neutral probability
of default for each given counterparty;
inaccurate or inconsistent reference
data could result in both incorrect
reporting and an incorrect profit or loss
calculation. The opportunity can be
substantial with risk-weighted asset
(RWA) efficiencies in the billions for larger
institutions. Typical RWA efficiencies
from improvements to underlying
data range from 1-6%1 depending
on the organisation. Based on an
assumption of 2%, RWA efficiencies
across the largest international banks
could total £130b ($227b) equating to
approximately £17b ($27b) in Tier 1
capital2.
Product setup
The inability to setup products quickly
enough can have significant impact. An
example discussed with one industry
participant was the impact of poor
data management on the ability of the
organisation to add new products into
their trading systems. The result was
the inability to respond quickly to an
announced auction of US Treasury bills.
This had significant impact on revenues
and profitability.
Straight-through processing
Failed trades due to poor securities
and payment reference data - at an
estimated cost of €20-€40 per failed
payment, for example as a result
of missing IBAN or BIC identifiers,
the accumulated expense of getting
reference data wrong can quickly
become significant – even before
considering any associated operational
or reputational costs.
1
2

Typical data issues impacting capital requirement (illustrative)

Regulatory capital held
(based on poor data)

Missing
CRM data

Missing
Customer
Code

Incorrect
Instrument
Code

“One known pain point is
‘effective maturity date’
being a key data element
for risk calculations, but
Basel III allows for the
removal of the existing
1-5 year floor/cap.
This means that using
open-ended maturity
dates, and defaults
such as ‘2099’, exposes
significant data and
processing challenges”
Richard Wayne, Basel III Program
Manager, Citi

In recent years, financial services
organisations across the Euro zone are
having to undertake costly global data
gathering and clean up exercises for
the Single Euro Payments Area (SEPA)
initiative, involving contacting potentially
millions of customers to obtain BIC
and IBAN information where this is not
part of a pre-existing data model. While
the temptation for many organisations
is to view this as both a one-off cost
to the P&L and a one-off irritation to
the customer, the reality is that many
firms may now have to undertake a
similar exercise to support US FATCA
regulations. Changes to on-boarding as
a result of both SEPA and FATCA also
have an impact on AML and sanctions

Source: Deloitte analysis
Based on the weighted average of 2011 Tier 1 Capital Ratios for the largest international US/EU based organisations within
the Top 25 (by total assets) financial services organisations. Source: MintGlobal

Missing
Facility ID

Stale MTM
Value

Regulatory Capital
Required Following Data
Quality Improvements

compliance however many organisations
look at these in isolation again leading to
increased costs.
The financial argument for strategic
data management is not limited
solely to capital efficiency and cost
avoidance: done correctly, a strategic
reference data model should lie at the
centre of business growth. Increasingly
leading firms are moving towards the
ability to provide a single near realtime aggregated view of the client,
counterparty, product, and market
or business entity. While in many
cases there is a regulatory imperative
underlying this, there is now a wider
recognition that such a model is vital for
providing competitive edge: better data
begets better management information
begets better decision making. Without
a consolidated view it is difficult to build
usable analytics that give the insights
and confidence to drive decision making
and growth.

“There are a myriad of
different ways we would
benefit if we managed our
data in a better way such
as cross selling, providing
better services, cost save
opportunities but also the
regulatory pressure to know
our customers in depth”
Head of BI, Global Banking Group
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Reaching this position can be costly
and complex. Building an accurate,
consolidated and strategic view of
exposure can require significant effort.
A typical issue, for example, is the lack
of a common identifier for client, issuer
and product records, and insufficient
linkages between data types. Industry
moves to define a common entity
identifier is a significant step forward.
Integrating legal entity identifiers (LEI)
into the existing data framework is an
important first step and will assist in
addressing existing challenges around
understanding the legal structures of
counterparties and clients, though this is
only part of a wider picture.

“The faster we expand our
industry standards the more
efficient our processes will be
– LEI is an important stage
in this process”
Head of Enterprise Data Management,
Global Investment Bank
Indeed for many, LEI will be a
starting point for a larger programme
incorporating other proposed
standardised identifiers (such as unique
product identifier and unique swap
identifier) that can transform the way in
which data is used by the business to
deliver tangible benefits. The strategic
priority this is given, the analytics built
alongside it, and the way in which it is
embedded into, and governed by, the
business will therefore be the key factors

determining how sharp a competitive
edge it can deliver.

The business case for
a strategic approach
The problems that manifest themselves
as a result of poor reference data have
been prevalent for a long time, but the
appetite to address them properly has
been low given the size and complexity
of the problem. It was historically easier
to secure budget for point fixes that
solved particular functional needs, even
though that increased the fragmentation
and complexity of the data landscape.
The tipping point that has forced
reference data to the top of the strategic
agenda is the regulatory pressure
following the financial crisis, and the
resulting need to take a more holistic,
centralised view of the reference data
lifecycle. Despite this increased profile,
there is still a need to sell a strategic
approach to the whole organisation.
This is being supported by the role and
importance of standardisation initiatives
from organisations such as ISO and
SWIFT who are helping at the industry
level including ISO20022 for financial
messaging and the proposed ISO17442
for LEI.
Key principles
Tailor the messaging to the function
– the all pervasive nature of reference
data means that all stakeholder groups
and functions are impacted by poor
data management; and conversely all
reap the benefits of addressing these
strategically. The business case for
strategic reference data management
therefore needs to be compelling

“Data issues can be addressed by
improving trade-data capture
and enrichment processes.
Better system-controls and
associated user-education will
make the process simpler and
easier to adopt”

“Nobody wants to own the
data but they want it to
be correct”
Colin Hall, Chief Data Officer,
Credit Suisse
across the value chain. At a Global
Banking Group, the Head of Business
Intelligence says this is key, “In order
to be successful our teams need to
understand our stakeholders and how
we can contribute to the success
of their business”. This sentiment is
echoed by the Head of Enterprise Data
Management at a Global Investment
Bank, “Our team needs a strong
understanding of the business as well as
a solid view of the data”;
Quantitative metrics to demonstrate
progress – focus energies on
quantifying the benefits of a strategic
approach; a quick win is to show that
the total cost over time is much greater
if you address problems in an ad-hoc,
tactical way. At a Global Banking Group
the Business Intelligence team “drives
out legacy copies of the same data
and looks for opportunities to release
budgets by joining up separate projects
with similar ‘data’ touch points”.
This is similar at Credit Suisse, Colin
Hall, Chief Data Officer notes “There
is a simple rule where if anyone is
maintaining a set of reference data
consumed by more than one team
then this data is automatically set
in-scope for adoption into the central
programme”;
Get front-office buyin – front-office buy-in
forces downstream
adoption from other
corporate functions.

Richard Wayne, Basel III Program
Manager, Citi
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Figure 7: Example data quality dashboard
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Business case considerations

• Marketing: limited ability to cross-sell and up-sell due
to lack of single customer view
• On-boarding: revenue leakage due to lengthiness of
on-boarding processes
• Analytics: no capability to produce insights on client
and product profitability

• Faster on boarding of new clients through automated
workflow applications
• Cross product sales by providing
a single global view of client including restrictions and
legal agreements in place
• Cross-region and cross-product revenue analysis and
reporting per client

Execution

• Decision Support: erroneous data results in ineffective
pre-trade analysis and risk assessment
• Timeliness: delayed or erroneous product setup
results in poor pre-trade analysis, potential trade
delays or pricing errors
• Volume: flow capacity is restricted by manual
processing required post execution

• Global execution services through single firm wide
view across product, counterparty and book
• Faster trade execution through timely creation of new
instruments and accurate counterparty and book data
• Accurate quotes through better pricing data and
pricing inputs

• Reporting: errors require manual effort to produce
accurate internal/external reporting. Finance and
Risk use different book hierarchies which do not
reconcile and cause reporting discrepancies and
inconsistencies
• Settlement: erroneous settlement instructions as well
as inaccurate, inconsistent client and product data
lead to reconciliation issues, delays, breaks, incorrect
payments, settlement errors, and potential financial
and reputational losses

• The push towards T+1 settlement using single golden
source for reference data, automated data distribution
and reduced manual keying overhead
• Better cash flow management through consistent and
accurate settlement instructions

• Exposure: accurate and consolidated view of client or
market risk exposure is not available without manual
intervention that increases costs and losses
• Timeliness: limited confidence in real-time reporting

• Reduced capital charges through more accurate
and trusted data
• Improved counterparty data control as required by
regulatory initiatives
• Better P&L control and fewer manual journal entries
through fewer duplicated trades, trade failures and
trade breaks

• Client Reporting: reputational damage results from
providing inaccurate statements to clients, or sending
statements to the wrong client
• Corporate Actions: issues arise from incorrect
application of corporate action events (missed
dividend payments, wrong names after acquisition)

• Improved collateral management through better
counterparty exposure metrics
• Optimised capital reserving through more accurate
risk exposure calculations
• Better client service through better valuation and
reporting on client positions
• Accurate calculation of brokerage fees, commissions
and stamp duties

• Duplication and breaches of vendor contracts
• Multiple data management teams –
“who do we go to?”
• Limited visibility of data consumer base

• Licence rationalisation cost benefits
• Clear data governance
• Increased control of data usage

All

Servicing

Risk

Sales

Cost of poor reference data

Middle & Back office

Securities Value Chain
Poor reference data is a root cause of issues that impair business capabilities at all stages of the trade lifecycle. A strong
business case should address all these areas.
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Business case considerations

Customer
Take-on

• Validation: diminished ability to effectively manage
new customer screening and AML processes
• Compliance: inaccurate checks resulting in
inappropriate take-on

• Increased speed and efficiency of take-on processes
• Higher level of confidence in compliance with take-on
regulations

Customer
Take-on

• Data capture: lowered ability to effectively capture
and validate incoming payment data
• Timeliness: increased delays for submittal and
processing

• Decreased number of payment transactions rejected
at inception
• Increased STP and decreased payment repair later in
the payment process

Processing &
Operations

• Data Conversion: invalid IBANs and BICs on payment
transactions increasing cost and repair volumes
• Decreased STP: outbound payments involved in repair
due to incorrect reference data
• Cost: increased payment costs due to unnecessary
repair activity

• Deadline for SEPA implementation now in place –
February 2014
• Approximately 20% of outbound payments could
be involved in repair, potentially due to incorrect
reference data
• Estimated cost of 20 – 40 euro per payment repair

• Incorrect Screening: screening against incorrect or
out of date codes
• Compliance: increased compliance issues should
screening data be inappropriate

• Increased screening efficiencies
• Reduced payment rejections
• Increased regulatory compliance for screening

•R
 outing: inappropriate rules applied resulting in delays
or rejection
• Transaction Matching: not being able to align
key transaction types to provide MI and increase
compliance
• Product Expansion: high risk of errors in payments to
more exotic countries

• Faster clearing and settlement, with reduced
instances of rejection
• Penalties/cost for non-adherence to liquidity
requirements
• Enabler for expansion into key new payment
markets, e.g. China

Clearing &
Settlement

Cost of poor reference data

Screen
Transactions

Payments Value Chain
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The principles of strategic data management
Business demand and urgency often leads down the path of least resistance which is on-going tactical
remediation of reference data issues. In the best case this addresses the symptoms of the problem, not the
root causes; in the worst-case it can lead to even greater fragmentation of the data landscape, increasing
problems over the longer term. Tackling reference data strategically is a considerable but worthwhile challenge.
The approach taken is typically determined by a number of factors including the complexity of the data
landscape as well as other factors such as culture and sponsorship. The key challenges are outlined below.

Assessment

Gap identification

Design

Delivery

Figure 8: An end-to-end approach to Data Governance

Challenges
Size of the problem – all pervasive nature of data and the vast number of systems, processes and user
groups that touch it make ‘where to start?’ a difficult decision.
Fragmented landscape – groups maintain independent data silos with their own definitions, standards
and controls.
Lack of defined ownership – lack of enterprise wide vision for data; poorly defined authority and
accountability for effective data management; data often seen as a technology or operations issue with no
direction on what ‘good’ looks like.
Impact on BAU/”Run the Bank” – business urgency and the consequences of getting it wrong.
Lack of standards – no “silver bullets”; industry wide standards and best practices are beginning to
emerge, led by SWIFT Standards group and ISO in providing the ISO20022 model for financial messaging
and ISO17442 for LEI, but every firm has unique issues to address.
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Outlined below are the key principles for addressing challenges and ensuring success across the typical lifecycle.

Stage
Scope

Business
Case

Sponsorship

Initiation

Define &
Design

Deliver &
Measure
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Principles
• Data types – agree the reference data types that will be in scope of any initiative – e.g. product,
counterparty, book, market data
• Organization impact – agree the geographies, divisions and functions
• Focus on business benefit – aligning data quality to consumption and business goals to articulate
business case and structure scope and priorities (i.e. more than IT or risk issue).
• Tailored to audience – business case should be tailored to each impacted stakeholder group and
address their key considerations whether it is revenue, cost and efficiency, risk and control or
regulation
• Quantitative – business case should be quantitative as well as qualitative; articulate key metrics around
e.g. revenue upside, cost, risk impact
• Senior sponsorship – identify accountable senior sponsorship for the program and sustained
ownership across multiple divisions, functions, and regions
• Funding – centralized funding is more effective than multiple sources of funding across the
organization; fund initial consumer interfaces centrally to drive critical mass
• Pervasive – embed data considerations into the change programmes and design authorities across
impacted parts of the organisation
• Data champions – network of individuals spread through the organisation to raise the profile of
strategic change
• Structure for success – programme structure and execution governance that adequately meets
regional, divisional and functional needs
• Standards – agreeing terminology, taxonomy and definitions across interested parties and having the
authority to make them stick. Utilize industry standards where possible and ensure common language
across stakeholder groups e.g. product definitions, hierarchies
• Operating model - understand the impact of reference data changes to the business operating model
(organization, process, tools, technology)
• Data Governance – take data governance and controls seriously rather than as just an IT function or
an audit control; this will be a prime focus for regulators
• Data Quality - utilising 3rd party vendor offerings for external client validation, standardization, and
matching but none currently have the complete picture
• Collaborate - collaboration with other industry players and standards bodies
• Incremental benefit - deploying complex technology through an agile, iterative process that delivers
value on an ongoing basis rather than “big bang” approach; build critical mass by obtaining buy-in and
adoption from the front-office – this then forces adoption downstream
• KPIs – ensure programme success metrics that clearly demonstrate business value are defined,
agreed, and monitored.
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Conclusion
This paper outlines the case for an
organisation-wide approach to reference
data management – one that recognises
that while regulation may be the most
pressing driver for change, improving
reference data can also lead to
significant growth opportunities.
For some organisations that are ready
to take the next step in data maturity
LEI will be the trigger to undertake
a reference data transformation
programme, with standards bodies
playing a key role as strategic industry
partners. The more holistic approach
to reference data achieved through
those transformation projects will allow
those organisations to minimise the
costs involved in responding to the
ever growing regulatory agenda and to
achieving competitive advantage through
cost reduction, capital optimisation and
support of the growth agenda. After all,
growth is empowered through availability
and integrity of better analytical data
to support decision making around
products, customers and pricing.
For organisations ready to undertake
such a transformation, we have outlined
a roadmap and key principles that
maximise the chance of success.
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Case study – Global Investment Banking Group
The bank recognised that reference data had a pervasive impact across the
organisation and that poor reference data was an impediment to product
globalization, business growth, controls and process efficiency. The
organisation lacked a unified strategy; the result being regional misalignment of
people, processes and technology.
The management of reference data in the Investment Bank had become
progressively fragmented for client and product data. Although core aspects
such as bond set up were centralised, there were no master repositories for
client or product data, limited replication of reference data to downstream
trading systems; low levels of confidence in whole client reporting; and no
central team responsible for data quality. Recognising the decentralised
governance and regional variance, the bank initiated a global programme with
senior sponsorship to create a unified reference data services organisation.
The purpose of the global reference data strategy program was to help the
bank integrate and consolidate all reference data programs under one sponsor
/ governance structure, define and assist in the implementation of the target
operating model across the investment bank through a roadmap of strategic
initiatives.
Approach:
• Connect challenges and initiatives more explicitly to business objectives;
• Assess in-flight projects and agree scope and approach with senior
stakeholders; and
• Define the target state reference data target operating model.
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